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CHAFTIR 1 

INTBOD0CTXON 

Importance of the Problem 

Psychologists are becoming increasingly aware that 

psychological health ia not necessarily merely the absence 

of mental illness or of personality maladjustment. • lot only 

is psychological health simply not the antonym for maladjust-

ment, but it seems more and more credible that the healthy 

personality is an entity, capable of being defined, amenable 

to tangible measurement, and something more than a statis- , 

tically defined group located at one extreme end of a continuum 

expressing various degrees of abnormality. 

A concise definition of the normal, or healthy, person-

ality would facilitate the activities of several areas of 

applied psychology# For instance, ia psychotherapy, how does 

the therapist know when his client la approaching not just 

relatively better adjustment, but good, healthy adjustment? 
# 

If one could adequately define mental health, then quantifi-

cation ia the form of objective means of rating the general 

health of the individual*a personality could be devised* As 

Maalow (10, p. 327) has said, . • we can never really under-

stand human weakness without also understanding human health* 

Otherwise we make the mistake of pathologissing everything.*1 



If there were a detailed description of the healthy 

personality or the normal individual, then res©archers at-

tempting to ascertain ways of improving the ae*aU health of 

communities or of treating the mentally ill would have a 

tangible goal, a set of criteria against which to measure the 

worth of their programs. Also, if these researcher® had a 

concrete concept of normality, they could evaluate the results 

of their efforts by devising «before~and~aftern tests in order 

to determine what, if any, effects that program had produced 

(9; 11; 1$)* 

AsSchofield and Bali an have stated: 

Hay it not he that the development of serious 
mental disorder will he less well understood if we 
concentrate solely on examination of pathological 
processes and injurious agent a, rather than ex-
amining for the nature and extent of "immunizing" 
experiences? It seems necessary that-we turn some 
of oar research energies toward a discover of 
those circumstances or experiences of life which 
either contribute directly to auatal health and 
emotional stability or which serve to delimit or 
erase the effects of pathogenic events. For this 
purpose we will need to make extensive psychological 
study of the biographies of normal persons * * * 
(16, p* 223) « 

theoretical Background 

there are almost as many definitions of the normal, or 

healthy, individual as there are writers who have dealt with 

the subject# Syaonds takes the attitude that the difference 

between normality and pathology is only a quantitative one 

coapletely divorced fro® the qualitative. I# statesi 



The pathological individual does not differ 
from the normal ia some quality or essence which 
he possesses bat th© normal person dots# Neither 
does the normal possess certain qualities that 
the poorly adjusted person does not. Th® differ* 
ence ia merely ©a® or degree. Every normal 
individual has potentialities of poor adjustment 
and carries about within hi® shreds aad remnant© 
which, if enlarged and magnified, would carry him 
over to pathological abnomailty aad maladjustment 
. . . . In Ilka manner, the abnormal person has the 
capacity for development which will make hi® a 
normal and wall-adJusted individual (20, p, 3$4)* 

However, th® majority of writara (1; 55 6; 71 11$ 15) 

feel that while normality may not be as separate an entity as, 

say, the color of ayas an individual »ay have, it la still 

something mora than a statistically defined quantity* It ia 

like saying that the whole is not merely equal to the sum of 

its parts; normality la mora than an arithmetical average, 

A survey of th® literature specifically concerned with 

th® definition of or description of the "normal" personality 

reveals that while many major theorists present their own 

lists of th© traits which they feel should toe present in the 

healthy person, most of than sew to he describing the same 

type ©f person# That is, their listed traits are very similar 

and show a great deal of overlap, if not in terminology, then 

in concept. 

Adler (3) brought the importance of Interpersonal rela-

tions to the attention of psychologists interested in studying 

the healthy individual* He proposed that ttgemeinschaftsgefuhlB 

is a necessary characteristic ©f the normal person# This 



means that a healthy person would value the feeing of another 

person siaply because that person existed; in other words$ 

such a person would not manipulate others, possibly to th© 

detriment of their well-being, in order to attain self-

advancement. A healthy person would not prattle® "one-up-

man-ship* {3, pp. 235-236). 

"Gemeinschaftsgefuhl" also occupies a place in Maslow*s 

theory. This feeling of "oneness with th® universe* would 

8##®, logically, to be the ultimate result of an individual's 

increased capacity to accept the self; such self-acceptance 

permits the individual to entertain a greater acceptance of 

other persons as well. According to Maslow, 

• • (s«lf~aetaalis@d people) • • . felt a sen#© 
of identification with mankind as a whole, such 
that they could become concerned not only with 
members of their immediate family but also with 
th© situation of persons fro® different cultures11 
(9, p. 14). 

Allport {2), in nearly all of his writings dealing with 

the normal personality, includes in hi# lift of criteria for 

mental health the trait® of "ego-extension" and a "compas-

sionate regard for all living creature#*" The individual 

who possesses these characteristics la one who can think and 

feel beyond himself; he not only respects the individual, 

hut he is concerned for the welfare of mankind in general# 

The healthy, or normal, or self-actualized person not 

only has a general altruistic compassion for mankind, he ex-

periences an empathy with individuals in daily interpersonal 



relationships (3; 6; 7; 10} 19)• He is able, since he can 

love himself, to love other persons* According to From (6), 

the ability for ma individual to love himself and to love 

oilier persons is a sine qua non characteristic of the normal 

person, Synoads (20# p. 3^8) says that such a person exhibits 

emotional warmth in his relationship# and . . takes pleasure 

la social behavior because in the expansion of his personality 

the well-being of others is included in his own well-being*" 

Jourard states quite succinctly that the nature of an 

individual's personal relationships probably has a direct cor-

relation with his mental health. 

Personal relationships • • . are character-
ized by keen interest with the subjective and 
"personal* side of each other's lives on the part 
of the individual concerned* To have a ̂ 'personal 
interest* in one's friend or member of one1® 
family means to be Interested in his health, well* 
being# happiness, and his unique identity over and 
above'the quality of hia various role-performances• 
As more is learned about the conditions of health, 
the suspicion grows stronger that inability to 
enter into and sustain such personal relations 
with others is either symptomatic of personality 
illness or else contributes to the onset of such 
Illness (9* p« 311)* 

Tournier (22) defines the healthy person in terms of 

existential psychology by stating that such a person live® in 

"dialogue** with his fellow men* That is, he does not deal 

with them in an impersonal manner# He neither conceives of 

himself nor of others as being merely a conglomeration of 

social roles or as an instrument or instruments of others# 



Roger's (15) healthy person M s discarded self-deception 

and the deception of others; he dots not pretend to he what 

he is not* Such a person will present himself at any given 

moment te others as he actually is, without misrepresenting 

or fminifying hi® beliefs or feelings. While he would express 

his exact feelings* he would also he willing to and capable 

of accepting the consequences ©f his action. 

Creativity, productivity, purposive individuality are 

characteristics assigned t© the healthy person by many 

theorists (If 7i 9J 11; 131* 

Juag (7, pp. 76-113) felt that until a person had ex-

perienced the process of finding a purpose or a meaning in 

life and then the culmination of this discovery in the attain-

ment ©f ̂ self-hood," he had not yet achieved a state of psycho-

logical growth, le saw purposive individuality as the ultimate 

goal of growtht 

Bank (21) discusses normality and mental health in terms 

of creativity* fie saw the creative artist as having attained 

the ultimate in human growth, mainly because such a person 

would he one who possessed sufficient courage to assert his 

uniqueness among men and his difference from the masses* 

Healthy personality, for Bank, implied the 
courage to become a separate, distinct person, 
the courage to express one's difference from 
others, and the courage to be inventive and 
creative in various sphere® of existence (9, p* 9)* 

The concept is so important to Frorara (6) that he begins 

his definition of aental health with a statement about 



creativity. "Weil-being 1 would describe as the ability to 

be creative • » * and to consider living creatively as the 

only means of lift* {11, p. 163). From® categorizes normal, 

well-adjusted individuals and abnormal, maladjusted indi-

viduals by terming the former as those individuals who have 

attained "productive orientation* and the latter as those 

individuals who relate to their worlds in "non-productive 

orientations*" 

Peek says of his "high normal" university students, 

In any ease, whatever the general level of 
their intelligence, these healthy students show 
a richness of imagination and a free, actively 
applied creativity that rarely occurs among the 

• less well-adjusted students# They show this 
creativity in the various ways the term is com-
monly understood* unusually effective egression 
in speech or in writing, imaginative ideas for 
entertainment or social activities, and the like 

(13, p. m}* 
Jourard states that a healthy person is a more fully 

functioning person, one relatively free from inhibiting fears, 

and because ©f this, a more creative person and one who is 

able to coaasit himself to a purpose. Such a person's un«* 

conscious is freed from the weights ©f repression and inhibit 

tion, and he allows the admission to his consciousness of new 

ideas, insights and problem solutions* He says: 
A healthy personality is able to find fascination 
and challenge in the beauties and problems which 
life poses and provides* lis perception and 
energies are not bound to the problem ©f quieting 
unease, pain, loneliness, boredom, or other sub-
jective symptoms of basic-need privation • . • 
consequently, he can afford to "forget* himself 



and become involved in work, play, other person1s 
problems! aad perhaps the well-feeing of mankind -
as a whole (9, P« 55)* 

Ma slow 111) feels that the only way in sihieh an individual 

can achieve normality or health or self-actual! station is to 

commit his whole being to some distinct purpose or ultimate 

lift goal* Self-actualization is really a side-effect of 

the process of being totally involved in a mission in life* 

. Perhaps the one basic, fundamental characteristic of the 

individual, according to the "health* psychologists, is the 

tendency toward positive growth and self-expansion. Eogers 

{15, p* 4$7) adheres to the theory that each individual has, 

to some degree, a basic tendency toward growth* Be says 

quite definitely, "The organism has on# basics tendency and 

striving • * * to actualize, maintain and enhance the ex* 

periencing organism." 

Maslow postulates that ©an is basically good and that he 

possesses within himself a positive drive toward growth* He 

criticizes psychologists for being unduly concerned with the 

darker side of man; he refuses to accept the viewpoint that 

man is ruled by the avoidance of pain* His approach is not 

a negative one but one that assumes that man actively seeks 

happiness and actualization. Concerning this viewpoint, the 

statement is made: 

Where is the psychology, Maslow asks, that takes 
account of gaiety, exuberance, love, • and well-
being to the same extent that It deals with 
misery, conflict, shame, and. hostility? Psychology 



has voluntarily restricted itself to only half 
of It a rightful jurisdiction, and that the 
darker, meaner half# M&slow 'ha® undertaken to 
supply the other half of the picture, the brighter, 
better half, and to give a portrait of the whole 
man (7 , p» 325h 

Maslow (lit, p« 4) personally defines the ultimate goal 

of this growth drive, self-actual! sat ion, as being a state 

in which the individual ha® before himself the full avail-

ability of his human capacities, a widening of his conscious-

ness, and freedom of action* 

Bonney made a study of normal person® la a university 

population who were chosen by fellow students according to 

the criterion of the degree of normality which they possessed* 

Hecfotmd that the most prevalent characteristic of the 

"highly normal* students was their striving for self-actual-

ization. Bonney statesj 

One of the major characteristics of the noma! 
and the psychologically nature person, as em-
phasized particularly in recent writings is a 
persistent motivation toward maximum realiza-
tion of one's potentials# Supporting the validity 
of this view is the fact that the ®oat frequently 
reported characteristics of individuals suffering 
from a wide range of disorders have been traits 
indicative of sttfewlssiveneas, self-denial, and 
strong guilt feelings over inability to assert 
themselves or to become the kind of people they 
would like to be# The data ©f this study support 
those who describe the normal or mentally healthy 
person as one who has the capacity to resist co-
ercion, to fight back aggressively against 
barriers and handicaps, and to persist in some 
fotms of self-actual!sing behavior (k$ p* 26$) • 

Allport (f$ p. 277) subscribes to the view that man 

possesses a tendency toward positive growth and 
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s elf-actual! ssat ion * He puts man into the present, giving 

Ilia responsibility tad. divorcing him fro® the Freudian coa-

caption of past influences# Perhaps the most characteristic 

statement one could make about the personality theory of 

Gordon Allport is that, according to hiia, man* a behavior de-

pends upon his present situation, his present perception of 

this present situation, and M s decision regarding how he 

will behave in this present situation* The activity of the 

normal individual is rational and conscious; he knows what 

he is doing at any given moment and why he is doing it* Ac-

cording to Allport, the mature, healthy personality must 

possess three major attributes: an extension of the'self, 

self-objectification, which is composed of humor and insight, 

and finally, a unifying philosophy of life* 

Allport (7t p* asserts that freedom is another factor 

which facilitates positive mental growth* If an individual 

has a large repertoire of responses, if he possesses multiple 

possibilities of behavior, then he is a freer man than one 

who knows only one solution to a problem, has only one skill 

with which he can deal with life* He states, " . . . a person 

widely experienced and knowing many courses of conduct has 

many more degrees of freedom * * * * One-channeled minds 

can never comprehend that truth my'have many channels*" 

Sehultz (17) again emphasizes the characteristic of 

steady growth that seems to he a main factor in the realiza-

tion of normality* 
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All of the above mentioned charaeterist i e s postulated 

by these theorists to be a part of the •nonaa!1* syndrom® 

seem to accomplish one specific thing~»they return to man 

the aobility of nature which the Freudian psychoanalysts 

have striked from him (5, p* 9}* And each characteristic 

logically suggests another la line, for instance, if a »aa 

is free from self-deprecating fears and neurotic guilt and 

if he can love himself, then it is not inconsistent that he 

feel a compassion for and a» empathy with mankind is general* 

If stteh a man allow himself to be sensitive to and receptive 

to his unconscious and if he is more sensitive perceptually 

to the world around hiia, then it seems at least not incongruent 

that he he a more creative individual, a more ®realtt person, 

one Mho would feel little or no need for phoniness or self-

deception or the deception ©f others# This person is confi-

dent, strong} he is one who does not have to rely upon 

insidious defeases in order to feel secure# 

Concomitant with this central core of general traits 

necessary to the development of the normal individual, several 

writers sentiom characteristic# such as spontaneity, humor, 

the .aMlity to accept responsibility and a unifying philosophy 

of life which usually seems to be of a religious nature {15; 

U j 6; 20; 1; 23; 9). 

A11port (5, p« 11) found, in his studies of self-

a$tualissed people, that the healthier the individual, the 

healthier was his humor. In other words, it was, as Maslow 
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says, nm unhostile sense of humor." Allport termed this 

type of humor as %uiaor SA* in order to connote its special 

nature# It seemed to be less of. tit# sarcastic, •sick11 humor 

that Is prevalent today and war® of a good-natured philosophical 

or didactic sort, of humor• Allport noticed that one of the 

most consistent characteristics of his aelf-actualized people 

was that they could laugh gently at themselves for attempting 

to accomplish so much# In other words, they could avoid ap-

pearing grandiose in their attempts to accomplish "the im-

possible^ by continuing the attempt hut also being amused at 

themselves for making the attempt• Allport felt that this 

constituted an "existential kind of humor* because it offered 

a solution to the profcleia of integrating the human predica-

ment of being small and thinking big, * # . • of being «rta» 

turely and having god-like imagination** Allport also found 

that the really competent and confidant person sewed to 

salvage a part of his childhood qualities of spontaneity and 

of movement and activity simply for the sake of the joy of 

such movement and activity* He found that a "real »a»* is 

not afraid to be a child. He says of this, 

1 find in the creative person, in the expert in 
the person who does something very, very well, 
where you find complete self-eonfidene© • . • 
that then there comes a humor which la sometimes 
like the 3elf-actualizing humor and still 
slightly different# This, the huaor of richness 
• • » goes over into silliness, or gaiety or 
play or amusement or fun which is a sort of epi-
phenomenon or by-product {5* p* 11)« 
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Jourard C91 notes that most experts in psychological 

health will agree that the Ability to see the element of 

humor ia an appropriate situation and to respond with Muster 

is probably an indicant of w®ll»b@iiig* If® contends that & 

person's capacity to see something ludicrous in a given situ-

ation indicates that this person can do more than inertly 

struggle t© exist. 

The ability to take complete responsibility for one's 

actions is another characteristic that seems to be a %mat* 

for the healthy individual, m e existential psychologists 

maintain that man is ultimately free to make his own decisions 

and form his "essence8; they attempt to refute any theory that 

embraces the presupposition that man's behavior is determined. 

Obviously, there are pressures upon man and limitations im~ 

posed upon him, i* ®«, heredity, social pressures to conformity, 

situations involving extreme stress, physical handicaps! how-

ever, man alone is responsible for his behavior at any given 

point ia time# In other words, the healthy individual is 

cognizant of these various pressures, bit he decides to what 

extent he will act in conformity to or opposition to them (14)« 

Jourard discusses the existential point of view thus: 

« * , {according to the existentialists! * * » 
average people and the mentally ill suffer some 
degree of estrangement from their own being* 
from nature, and froa their fellow men* illy ' 
find the responsibility of freedom too frlaht-
toing. and so they let their lives be llvei 
for then by impulses or by social pressures 
to conformity* In the process* they lose their 
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selves, OP their BEING# Awakening to one's 
being, assuming responsibility tor on®'a • 
existence, finding the courage to be, and 
treating other people as persons rather than 
as things (entering Into dialogue with the®} 
are thus among the goals of growth and of .. 
therapy for the existential psychologists 
and psychiatrists (9, PP* 11-12)• 

*s 

Symonds <20) ties Rank*8 postulation that the healthy 

person is one TAO can accept responsibility for himself la 

with ether similar characteristics, such as, being able to 

maintain a course without deviation} entertaining a® necessity 

for self-Injury and self-depreciation; the ability to accept 

reality, particularly the reality of the inadequacies within 

the self;•and the ability to practice renunciation of his 

wants and desires without feeling deprived ar becoming 

emotionally disturbed in the process• 

For Allporfc (?# p« 277)* Maturity or the advanced develop-

ment of a healthy personality implies that the person should 

have a unifying philosophy of life. Begardless of the objec-

tivity ©r frivolity that a person might express in his life, 

he should also maintain a kind ©f underlying seriousness that 

gives purpose and meaning to everything. h« does# While 

religion can represent on® of the moat important sources ot 

such a philosophy, this does not have to be the only source 

of such an integrating theme. 

Froaas qualifies the concept of such a philosophy by say* 

ing that it mast be an intrinsic concept and not merely "the 

proper thing to do*" 
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All that th@ individual considers important 
for a worthwhile life can be of the same 
significance, for example religious beliefs 
or other ideas, that the particular culture 
considers valuable* But this will be helpful 
only if it is not used m a simple means for 
store relief, but rather represents experiences 
which belong to the intrinsic nature of the 
indivMual, the essentials for his Mlf-
rmlis&tioii {11, p* 1041« 

Maslow (7) found that most of his self-actualized 

people had had spiritual or mystical experiences. However, 

these experiences were not always necessarily religious In 

character# 

There hare been several studies made which have attempted 

to further define the nature of the healthy personality* 

Schofield and Balian (16) made a study of two groups, on® 

institutionalized schizophrenics and one hospitalized persona 

who had no previous records of mental illness and who wear® 

operationally defined as normal* Interestingly, they found 

th&t the normals seemed to have more characteristics that 

were defined as being undesirable or of a pathogenic nature 

than the other* Concerning early experiences,, the normals 

had a more frequent occurrence of invalidism and of poverty 

in their childhood homes, much- poorer heterosexual adjust-

ment, and a significantly greater incidence of " . * • an 

intellectualijsed, ritualised orientation toward religion." 

However, the schiaoptoreaie# seemed to possess characteristics 

commonly described by most of the authors mentioned previously 

as being the sort of characteristics that a normal or healthy 
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person would not possess, they experienced unfavorable 

relationships with their parents* they had indifferent or 

negative attitudes toward achievement in school and toward 

success in m occupational field? they seemed to lack social 

adeptness and poise; and they had an extremely narrow range 

of interests; they showed a lack of initiative, vague life 

plans, no long-range goals, and limited aspiration# On the 

basis of these findings, and to possibly explain the presence 

of the above mentioned characteristics in the noroal, Scho-

field and Balian suggest: 

It is suggested that the patterning of life 
experiences may be more crucial than occur-
rence or absence of specific psychic stresses. 
fhe finding of Atraumatic" histories in nearly 
one-fourth of the normal subjects suggests the 
operation of ^suppressor® experiences or psy-
chological processes of iaaaniaation# It is 
suggested that improved insists into mental 
illness may be afforded by careful, intensive 
studies of the life histories of noraals {16, p« 225)'* 

Peck made a study which attempted to ascertain the nature 

of and the measurement of the mental health of normal adults# 

ie decided that, whatever the level of adjustment an individual 

might poss«ssf this particular level of adjustment would per-

vade the make-up of the individual# To him, adjustment seemed 

to fee a pervasive general quality affecting every facet of 

a person*s behavior# He sayst 

• • , the kinds of factors nhich here turn out to 
differentiate generally well-adjusted people from 
generally maladjusted people* are mostly aspects 
of the internal personality systems of the people 
# • # what it seems to imply is this* what we call 
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adjustment. Is the resultant of strongly habituated, 
reaction patterns whieh are centrally determined 
by how the individual feels inside and how he 
channels these intensely felt inner experiences 
(12, p. 247). 

Shoben (ll| -raises the question of whether normality 

.should be regarded m merely being the absence of or a min-

imal degree of pathology or Aether it should be regarded m 

a separate- entity, m at least being the positive aspects of 

human development« He defines the normal person as being one 

who can subscribe to the concept of deferred gratification,. 

that ia, he is able to forego immediate opportunities for 

comfort and pleasure in the interest of more remote rewards. 

The normal person is aware of his motives and of his actions 

and is willing to accept the consequences for both* Shoben1s 

norma person holds ideals and standards that he attempts to 

fulfill and live up to even though these Ideals may often. 

his grasp, the important thing is not the attainment 

of these goals or ideals but the process of striving to achieve 

such ideals* He says: 

But if personal responsibility and self-control 
through foresight can be derived as aspect s of 
integrative adjustment from man's symbolic 
capacity, a third characteristic of interfere 

deduced fro® his 
is an essential 

part of human social life, then the normal person 
becomes one who can act dependably in relation 
to others and at.the same time acknowledge his 
need for others (18, p« 1#7)• 

Peck (13) has made another study of mental health, this 

time using a college population. He obtained a low normality 
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group, am average normality group, and a high nowality 

group fey several methods* peer judgment ratings, judgments 

of psychologists, projective techniques, and objective methods. 

He found that the low group manifested many self'-centered 

desires, were not able to plan for the future or subscribe 

to the principle of deferred gratification, experienced 

states of turmoil and strongly conflicting feelings about 

various life situations, and that they exhibited destructive 

interpersonal behavior, that is, they seemed to have a dis-

tinct talent for antagonizing their peers* 

Peak's high normality group, on the other hand, seemed 

strongly motivated to achieve or at least to fully develop 

their capacities, were able to enjoy life to the fullest 

(personal relationships, intellectual exercise, and physical 

pleasures were all very important to them), possessed self-

insight and basically disciplined behavior, and were able to 

think clearly and farsightedly. Feck found that these people 

were genuinely ethical persons and ones who possessed extremely 

well integrated personalities so that when problems inevitably 

arose, they could handle them, lis normals also found their 

college studies to be deeply meaningful, and they were quite 

motivated to learn as they found pleasure in the process of 

achieving understanding. Discussing the difference# between 

the groups, Peck says, 

thus, they (the high normals) have developed 
over a long period of years their physical re-
sponsiveness to life, their intellectual inquiry 
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into Its ®©an.lng, their ©notional relationships in§, 1 
with other people, and their exploration of tjaeir 
own spirits* evidence 1a this study &s elsewhere 
suggests that this kind of differentiated de» 
velopaent of the mmay different potentialities 
of wish every human being Is capable, Is essential 
for the attainment; of full happiness and mental 
health • • • • 

Following the ideas of Carl «Jung and Gardner 
Murphy, the lesson could he dram from the aver-
age and below average (normal) student that unused 
human capacities press-for use, for expression and 
fulfillment; disuse of these capacities leads to 
internal stress, discontent or depression (12, p* 137) • 

So, the normal person# or the one A o is psychologically 

healthy, is an individual who values and respects the worth 

of those around him, one who feels as empathy with and concern 

for mankind, one who ©an love himself and others, one who has 

dropped hindering defenses and is able to easperience all of 

lilt, one who is creative and who can devote his life to long-

tera goals, an individual who tries to develop hi# full 

capacities, a person who has a kind sense of humor, and a 

unifying life philosophy, perhaps of a religious nature. Of 

course, each person is an individual with his own idiosyn-

crasies and charact eristi e s * A concept of normality should 

he a working concept and not a structure meant for stereo** 

typing persons# 

A «low" normal person, or one who is perhaps not healthy 

psychologically, would be one who feels no capacity for love 

or trust in others, one who possesses only vague, confused 

ideas about his purpose in life, one who is so concerned for 

himself, so taut and anxious and fearful for himself that he 
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is not able to feel an empathy for others, he is oblivious 

to the multitude of experiences available to hi© in the 

world, he expresses no desire to be creative because this 

would necessitate exposing his timer self t© others# He is 

anxious and depressed; he is -not self-confident. I« is 

suspietousi he is not trusting* 

Purpose of the Study 

In view of the previously delineated theoretical material, 

it seems likely that the normal personality is not only an 

entity, a separate kind of thing both quantitatively and 

qualitatively froia abnormality or the mere absence of pathology, 

hut that because of its aeparateness and uniqueness, it is 

definable and measurable. According to every theorist men-

tioned, both maladjusted and well-adjusted groups of people 

exhibit traits or characteristics that are assignable to them 

on the basis of their normality or maladjustment. 

If a person termed maladjusted has no long-range goals, 

blames his ted luck on destiny, and is fearful of and hostile 

towards others, while a person tewed normal or well-adjusted 

strive# toward definite achievement goals, is open and 

friendly and sympathetic toward others, and takes full re-

sponsibility for his actions, then it seems probable that 

two groups of individuals, one chosen for its high nomality 

and one chosen for its low normality (normality having been 

determined by another measure}, would verbalise significantly 

different and separate characteristics. 
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Therefore, it is hypothesized thatj 

X* there will toe a significant difference in the con-

fidence and self-regard and self-assurance about breaking 

with some parental and religious standards verbalized by the 

highs and the Iowa* 

2. There will he a significant difference in the amount 

of or degree of attachment to parents and desire to life up 

to parental ideals versus desire for independence from parents 

verbalised by the highs and by the lows* 

I* there will be a significant difference in the presence 

of conscious direction ©f life toward long-range goals verbal-

ised by the highs and by the lows* 

4* There will be a significant difference in the amount 

of strong achievement motivation coupled with a desire for 

superiority verbalised by the highs and by the Iowa* 

5* There will be a significant difference in the expressed 

desire to please or live up to eispectations of either close 

friends or a married partner versus the expression of dis-

regard for the opinions of immediate associates verbalized 

by the highs and by the lows* 

6* There will be a significant difference in the amount 

of religious identification and motivation expressed by the 

highs and by the lows* 

7. There will be a significant difference between the 

amount of insight revealed as determined by the verbalisation 
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of overt, frank admission of certain personal-social problems, 

introspective 3 elf-analysis, with some conscious 'effort to 

correct them as opposed to a bland denial of such problems, 

or, if admitted, no verbalisation of an effort to eorreot 

such problems aa verbalized by the highs and toy the Iowa# 

t# There will be a significant difference between the 

expression of enjoyment of life, enthusiasm, sense of well-

being a s opposed to an expression of depression, dissatis-

faction, Irritation against frustration aa verbalised by the 

highs and by the lows* 

9* there will be a significant difference between the 

expression of self autonomy as opposed to the expression of 

dependence of one's opinions on those of others as verbalized 

by the highs and by the lows* 

10« fhere will be a significant difference between in-

trinsic satisfactions in learning music, art, literature, 

etc., plus looking forward to prestige from educational status 

as opposed to looking forward to materialistic goals and 

economic security as verbalised by the highs and by the lows* 

11* There will be a significant difference between the 

altruism exhibited by the subjects as determined by the 

verbal!sation of a desire to help children, or to serve the 

handicapped or the unfortunate versus a desire for getting 

ahead for oneself with an obvious disregard of the welfare 

of others by the highs and by the lows* 
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SI&OTJ II 

METHOD AND PftOCEOTEI 

Selection of Subjects 

The subjects used in the current study1 were chosen by 

their peers from a population of university students enrolled 

in sophomore, junior, and senior level psychology courses at 

forth Texas Stat# University. The total population from 

which the subjects were selected numbered 365# Sack sophomore 

level individual in the population was given a mimeographed, 

alphabetized liit of the names of all of the other sophomores 

in the population* The junior and senior level students were 

given m alphabetized list containing the names of all of the 

upperclassmen in the population. Along with this list, each 

individual was also provided with a sheet of instructions 

which served three purposes. It afforded a general orienta-

tion to the purposes of the study* It listed the character* 

isties of psychological health which each,student could use 

as criteria for judging the degree of psychological health 

possessed by anyone included in the list of names« These 

characteristics defined the psychologically healthy person as 

one who5 

(&.) typically is energetic and characterised by feelings 

of well-being or happiness| 

25 
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(b) typically makes friends easily, enjoys the company 

of others, and is well liked by most others; 

(c) typically has goals and works efficiently toward 

achieving these goals\ 

(d) typically is not unduly critical of others nor of 

§elf# and| 

(e) typically guides his or her behavior by sound judg-

ment , is able to make constructive decisions and to act 

upon these decisions. 

The sheet of instructions also requested that the indi-

vidual choose fife persons from the list of names with whom 

he was sufficiently well acquainted to make some judgment 

regarding their psychological health* -It was emphasized that 

the individual should choose those five persons whom he knew 

quite well regardless of whether or not he was friendly with 

the®* Additionally* it was suggested that the individual 

select those persons who® h® would rate at widely varying 

points on the scale continuum* 

Schulti (U) employed this method la his study of the 

psychologically healthy person* Each subject was asked to 

select from those In the total research group who® he knew 

best, three persons whom he felt best approximated the "self-

actualizing,w the "adapting® and the Compensating* personality 

descriptions. 

Each student was asked to quantify his estimate of the 

psychological health of each of the five persons he chose 
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on a sefen point rating scale* As a supplement to the stu-

dents* j»dgpsii&at eight members of the psychology faculty 

were asked to choose and rate five students In the population. 

The rating seal© used by student a and by fatuity consisted 

of a continuum of psychological health ranging from ®««cep*» 

tionally low* through "average® to Hexceptionally high»K 

An example of one of the items of the rating teal© is 

given below: 

1 3 3 5 
one or tne Well'' below fielow Average 
poorest average average 

4 7 
WelTalSve One of the 
average few best 

This rating seal® was reproduced five times on a single 

sheet of paper* Above each scale there was a blank for the 

name of the person being rated* The individuals were spe-

cifically instructed to be candid and realistic in their 

2* H i n2&rn.*m~~^* «at* 

obtained from the rating scales provided the information used 

in selecting the two criterion groups• A tally sheet was 

constructed which included the names of all persons in the 

population and also which provided a space for recording the 

number of times an individual was rated under each division 

of the psychological health scale* A score for each individual 

was determined by assigning point values to the various 
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divisions of the rating acale. the middle value m the seven-

point scale would, correspond to a rating of' "average psycho-

logical health*" "Average" was assigned as core value of 0« 

A rating of "above average" received 1+ points, a rating of 

"well above average8 received 2+ points, and a rating of 

"one of the few best* received 3+ points. 4 rating of "below 

average* received -1 points, a rating of "well below average" 

received -2 points, and a rating of "one of the lowest* re-

ceived -3 points* A total score w&s compiled for each indi-

vidual in the population by algebraically adding the amber 

of points received each time this person was chosen for rating# 

A student was placed in the criterion group considered 

"high" with regard to psychological health if he received at 

least 10+ points# A student was placed in the criterion group 

considered "low* in psychological health if he received a 

score of -6 or more* In this manner, thirty-five atudenta 

were selected for the "high* criterion group and other students 

were selected for the "low" group# fhe scores of the people 

selected for the "high" group ranged from 10+ to 28+ with a 

mean of 13,d* The scores of the people ̂ elected for the "low" 

criterion group ranged from -6 to -12 with a mean of -$» 

As previously mentioned, faculty nominations were used 

to supplement the data obtained from students rating each 

other* If three of the eight faculty raters gave a student 

a "high" nomination, the student was placed in the "high" 
* A 

criterion group* Similarly, those students who were given a 



»l©w* rating by three of the tight faculty members were placed 

la "low" criterion group# Generally, the faculty and stu-

dent ratings were in. good agreement; however, seven students 

nil© did, not receive 10* points from fellow students were 

placed ia the %i$i* group as a result of faculty mn&mtims* 
•Mt Wt 

Won® of these students added to the •high® group by faculty 
m .»v. 

nominations received any *b»low average* ratings from their 

peers# Jllght students were placed in the "low** group by 

faculty nominations even though they received ^average* ratings 

by some of their peers* The whighM criterion group was 
**i m 

finally composed of forty-one students considered by their 

pews and/or fatuity members to be highly healthy froia a psy-

chological standpoint. the *low* criterion group was composed 

of forty-one students who were considered by their peers and/or 

fatuity numbers to be "low** ©a a continuum of psychological 

health. These groups consisted of approximately the upper and 

lower 11 per cent of the population considered in the current 

The process of discriminating two criterion groups from 

& population of students has been described above* The cri-

terion groups were empirically defined and proposed as 

representing groups of individuals whose characteristics 

placed them at opposite ends of a continuum of psychological 

health* The next task involved describing the personality 

characteristics of the two groups. 
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Teat Description 

Data sheets, which were ia questionnaire fora, were 

distributed to each student in the *hi#* group and la the 
•* a 

"low" group. lath fon* consisted of three theets of paper# 

0a the first and second sheets were general personal data 

questions asking for na»e# age, and sex, inquiring about 

marital status and size of family, and asking for the father*s 

occupation* 

There was a section dealing speeifically with information 

about the parents of the subject. For instance, on# of the 

questions was, "Does it sew to you that you have for many 

years been much closer, more identified with, and sore in~ 

fluenced by one parent than by the other?* There was a 

section including a general list of possible authority figure® 

present in almost every child*s background* for example, 

two of the items were % hi# school teacher* and a "close 

relative.the subject wag asked to check those types of 

persons whoa he had most admired. There was a section dealing 

with church attendance and one dealing with the ohlef sources 

of motivation in the subject*a life« An illustration of one 

of the items in this latter section would be, "Desire to 

achieve something for which you will someday be publicly 

recognized.11 Each of the items in this list was to be rated 

Bl," w2,« or "3," with *3* indicating "very important* at a 
" •** A - -»v m-

source of Motivation* 
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The third sheet contained a brief statement instructing 

the individual to describe in M s or her own words what factors, 

im the form of frustrations or incentives, had been of con-

siderable influence in hi® or her life# The instructions 

were as follows* 

We would like to have a statement in your own 
words in reference to what you consider to be 
the most significant sources of motivation in 
your life* Sow do you account for your present 
level of attainment? Anything you can write 
about your motivations, frustrations, goals, 

etc. will be appreciated. 

The rest of the page was blank to allow room for the 

student fs reply# In this study, only the third sheet in the 

questionnaire was utilised* Concerning the theoretical im-

plications of suefe & method for obtaining data, Allport (1) 

feels that sueh direct methods will reveal a much fuller and 

more useful picture of the motivational structure of the 

normal individual than would an indirect method. Rogers (10) 

specifically states his faith in self-reports, "The best 

vantage point for understanding behavior is from the internal 

frame of reference of the individual himself** 
HI 

Procedure 

Data sheets were distributed to each -student in the 

«high« group and In the "low* group. These written protocols 

were given to one judge who performed a content analysis upon 

each protocol* The data sheets were '•blind,® that is, the 

names, sex, and classification were masked, and the Judge was 



unaware as to which particular group each record belonged. 

Two dbher judges, a graduate student in psychology and a 

member of the psychology faculty, also analyzed thirty of the 

protocols chosen at random, and the percentage of agreement 

between the three Judges m i computed* Then, the original 

Judge, who had analyzed all of the protocols, aad the faculty 

member collaborated on all of them, discussing differences 

in rating and reaching a unanimous agreement on all of the 

protocols. The criteria om which the content analysis was 

based were: 

1. A - Confidence and self-regard and self-assurance 

about breaking with tome parental and religious standard, 

1. B - Feelings of low self-regard and guilt concerning 

departing from such standards; 

2. A - £aqpr*a«od attachment to parents and a desire to 

live up to parental ideal, 

2. B «- A desire for independence from parents; 

3, A ~ Expressed presence of a conscious direction of 

the subject's life toward long range goals of self-actualiaation, 
r 

3, S - A vague .life plan or confusion about or lack of 

long range goals; 

4. A - Expression of a strong achievement motivation 

coupled with desire for superiority, 

4. B - Indifference toward accomplishment in any field 

or lack of an achievement; 
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!>• A «* An expressed desire to please or live mp to 

expectations of either close friends or a married partner, 

5* I - Th© expression of disregard for the opinions of 

iiamediate associates; 

6» A - 'An egression of strong religious identification 

and motivation, either past or present, 

B - Complete rejection of or indifference toward gash 

religious standards; 

J* A - An ©agression of insight into the subject's 

personality determined by the verbalisation of overt, frank 

admission of certain personal-social problems, introspective 

self-analysis, with some conscious effort to correct smell 

problems, 

7. B - A bland denial of such problems, or, if admitted, 

no verbalization of an effort to correct such problems; 

8. A -Am expression of enjoyment of life, enthusiasm, 

a sense of well-being, 

6, B - An expressioa of depression, dissatisfaction, 

irritation against frustration, and a general negative feeling 

tmmri life; 

9* A - An expression of self-aufconoay, 

9# fi - The expression of dependence of onefs opinions on 

those of others; 

10. A - An expression of an intrinsic satisfaction In 

learning nutate, art, literature, etc», pitta looking forvrard 

to prestige from educational status, 
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10. I - Looking forward to materialistic goals mad economic 

security and a more pragmatic approach to life in general* 

11. A ~ An ©agression of altruism as determined by t&* 

verbalisation of a desire to help children, or to serve the 

handicapped or the unfortunate, 

11. B - A desire for getting ahead for oneself with an 

obvious disregard of the welfare of others. 

fieliability of Scoring 

As previously mentioned, thirty of the protocols were 

scored by, all thr«# Judges and then a percentage of agreement 

was obtained in order to determine the reliability of the 

scoring procedure* fhere were eleven categories with parts 

A and B of each category* Each judge scored each of the 

protocols without any consultation with either of the other 

Judges and without any knowledge of how either of the other 

judges had scored a particular protocol. The only instruc-

tions given to the judges were that a response written by the 

subject was acorable in a particular category only if it wan 

an exact verbalisation of the ideas expressed in a specific 

category or a very close approximation. 

Since there were three judges, there either had to be 

complete agreement among the judges on the tallying of a 

particular response in a specific category, or two judges had 

to agree between themselves and disagree with the one other 

judge. Each judge*s score sheet was compared with the other 
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two judges* score sheets, and the score checks were tallied 

on on© large scoring fora. If all three judges agreed that 

a particular response should be scored under a particular 

parte of a category, then there would he three tally mark# 

under that specific item. Therefore, a value of *3« indicates 

complete agreement among the three judges. Even if there 

were no responses on a specific protocol that any of the 

judges believed should he scored under a specific category, 

a value ©f B3W would still be tallied as all of the judges 

would have agreed as to the seorability of the response in 

question* The problem at this point was not whether or not 

a given protocol should be scored under a particular category, 

but to what extent the judges agreed. A score of M3tt indi-
•«Sc 

cated complete agreement among the judges# For instance, if 

all three judges decided that responses on protocol Ho* 1 

merited its being scored under part A of category I and its 

not being scored under part B of category X# the tally for the 

complete category would be 3 — 0* Svta if all three judges 

determined that not a single response on f«poto#ol Bo. 1 should 

have been scored under category I, there would still be a 

combined score of 3 — 0 because all three judges would have 

agreed on the previously mentioned, a score 

value of *3* indicates complete agreement among the judges. 

If only two of the judges agreed on the seorability of 

a response under one criterion category, then the score had 

to be 2 — 1. In other words, two judges could have determined 
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that responses on protocol Mo# 1 deserved to la® scored rnder 

category I and one judge could have decided that none of the 

responses ©a the protocol merited scoring under that particular 

category* Or, tie positions could have been reversed, and one 

judge could have scored the protocol's responses category 
• 

I and the other two Judges eould have decided that th© responses 

on th# protocol being considered should not be scored under 

category 1. To reiterate, for protocol No. 1, th# scoring pos-

sibilities for category I were either 3 — 0, 0 — 3, 2 — 1# 

or 1 — 2# Therefore, for each protocol under each category, 

a value showing the absolute difference of the two poa«ible 

score# could he obtained# Table I show the complete scoring 

record of all three judges on one student's protocol for all 

eleven categories* 

TABLE 1 

SCORIia E1C0ID 90E Oil S T O M A S PROTOCOL 

Category 

I A 
A i r 

11 
A B A i d Wt» 

A 1 d# 
' V * 
A 1 d* 

YI „ 
A B d* 

Sco^e 
tally 3 0 3 ; 3 0 3 2 1 1 3 0 3 3 0 3 ; 3 0 3 

iategory 

Icore : 

tally 

TO * i 
A B d* 

WTfT 
A i d 

IX * 
i i f ^ * ' A » d A B d 

Icore : 

tally 3 0 3 3 0J 211 ;3 o 3 3 0 3 

*d indicates the value that is the absolute difference 
between the two values under each A and B of each category* 
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Thar* were thirty protocol? which ail three Judge® 

scored# If all three judges had agreed couplately ©a all 

aspects of a protocol, there would have been a value of *3" 

for each category for each protocol* Thus, a total value of 

#90* for each complete category was possible when all thirty 

student papers were evaluated. The valuta which represented 

the absolute differences were totaled for each category and 

this total was divided by *90® in order to obtain the actual 
,/< * 

percentage of agreement (2)# Table IX shows the record for 

all. thirty protocols for the complete category I. 

t}» * |St 1? TT 
JL BIn A. 

SCORING RBGOBB FOR THIBTX PROTOCOLS FOR CATEGORY I 

Protocol Category I d * Protocol Category I 

A B 

d* 

1 
2 
3 
4 

9 
10 
11 
12 
II 
14 
15 

3 
2 
0 
1 
0 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
o 
3 
3 

0 
1 
3 
2 
3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

I 
0 

3 
1 

3 
3 
3 
3 

3 
3 

16 
*2 
i s 
19 
21 
22 
•23 
24 
25 

27 
3ft 
29 
30 

3 
2 
3 
3 
1 
3 
0 

1 
1 
1 
3 
2 
3 
3 

0 
1 
0 
0 
2 
0 
3 
0 
2 
2 
2 
0 
1 
0 
0 

i 
3 
3 
1 
3 
3 
3 
1 
1 
1 

i 
3 
3 

*d indicates the value that is the absolute difference 
between the two values under each A and B of each category. 



The method illustrated in fable II of obtaining the 

total number of possible tallies for all thirty protocols on 

A category and then dividing tkla mufamr (90, in all cases 

because a value of "I* indicated complete agreement) into til# 

total of tli© absolute difference value# for all thirty proto-

col* on a eatagory in order to obtain the precentage of agree-

mast among the judgaa m a used on a H eleven categories. 

Thi» yielded a value indicating the percentage of agreement 

among the judges ©a each of the eleven categories* Table H I 

ahows these values. 

tjt TTT 

PERCENTAGE OF W W AMONG THREE JUDGES ON 
THIRTX PROTOCOL 

Per cent 
Of 

Agreement 

Category 

Per cent 
Of 

Agreement 

I II ; If 1 rs. ; fl j TO IYHI IX • X ( tSkJm 

Per cent 
Of 

Agreement 
1 
n 70 $7 12 911 89 j 71 .7# *9 93 

As fable III shows, categories III and If received the 

lowest percentage valuta; categories VI and XX received the 

highest percentage values* Categories III and If dealt the 

subject's possession of long rang© goals varans the possession 

of vague life plan and the expression of a strong achievement 

motivation versus indifference toward accomplishment in any 

field. This occurrence may have been due to the fact that the 

judges were cautioned to be very hesitant to make inferences; 
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they were to rat® a response witr a categorical criterion 

©illy if It seemed obvious to them that it merited suck a 

rating* 4 perusal of the protocols showed that few individuals 

actually verbalised exactly a definite concern for long range 

goals* Therefore, the judges would have had to employ more 

subjective evaluation than in some of the other categories* 

However, this situation was not true for the category involving 

an expression of strong achievement motivation* The categories 

showing the highest values of agreeaent dealt with an expres-

sion of strong religious identification versus indifference 

toward such religious standards and an expression of altruisa 

versus an obvious disregard for the welfare of others. An 

examination of the protocols showed a great many specific 

verbalizations of such feelings so that the Judges were able 

to store the protocols under these two eatefories in a more 

uniform Banner* 

After the amount of agreement between the judges was de-

termined, two judges (the writer and the psychology staff 

member) scored all of the protocols {n**$Z) and collaborated 

on the scoring in order to obtain a single, unanimous scoring 

profile on the total population to use in comparing group 

differences. 

Content Analysis as a Beseareh Method 

The criteria used in this study were derived fro* a 

general perusal of approximately one third of the protocols 
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before the ac tua l content analysis was perforated. M a method 

M s employed in order to develop c r i t e r i a which were specifi-

cally appropriate to these spec i f i c protocols . Content analys is 

as a r es ta rch method involves formulating a specific set of 

categor ies by means of which the verbalisations of the subject 

can to® t rea ted quant i t a t ive ly .and qua l i t a t ive ly (3, pp» 490-91)« 

Scott and Wertheimer ia discussing this technique say* 

On® kind of product tha t ia f requent ly analyzed 
ia order t© yield information about t a e parson 
who produced it Is the record of an open-question 
interview * # . (a s ub j ec t ' s ) interview schedule 
is pooled with a l a rge number of others for a 
systematic coding of their contents « . • (and) 
* • • might be coded according to a set of a -
priori categories . . • or a set of appropriate 
categories might be developed empirically fro* a 
perusal of the first forty or fifty protocols . 
Once es tabl ished, the categories are used for • 
coding the entire sample ox interviews* Coding* 
or content analysis involves « * * classifying 
aspects or events into categories. The aspects 
selected vary with the intent of the research « * • • 
Generally, the moat appropriate r e l i a b i l i t y check 
ts provided by having two ©r more independent 
coders classify the same data into the p rede te r -
mined categories and then computing a relational 
s t a t i s t i c to represent the magnitude of their 
agreement I 12, pp. 191, 307). 

Several authors have discussed the use of content analysis 

on personal interview questionnaire* (1; 3l 13* 51 14; 4)» 

the consensus of proponents of the method sews to be that 

the individual should be trusted to eatress his opinion of 

himself and of his lif;e activities* Allport defends the use 

of a s e l f - r epo r t by saying. 

The individual^ conscious report is rejected 
(too often in contemporary personality research) 
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m untrustworthy, and the contemporary thrust 
of M i motive® la disregarded in favor of a 
backward tracing of his conduct to earlier 
formative states. The individual loses his 
right to be believed (1, |>|>» 10S-110) . 

MeGranahan (4) divides the approaches toward content 

analysis into a priori and a posteriori analysis# ?h« use of 

a priori method necessitates setting up logical categories 

ia advance; and of the posteriori method involves deriving 

categories from the specific Material examined, The approach 

used in this current study ma the posteriori method as the 

study itself was partly of an exploratory nature, and it wa# 

felt that'the significant ideas and themes should be incor-

porated in a practical scheme of classification# Peck ft), 

in his study of normal adulta, administered sentence com-

pletion tests# He determined, before inspection of the pro-

tocols, not to set up specific response categories, but instead 

to peruse the date to see if any differentiating patterns could 

be identified* Only after completing this step did he set up 

response categories which could be tested for reliability of 

scoring and for significant group differences. 

Other studies (5? 7i 6), using direct self-reports by the 

subjects, have employed this method to cover many aspects of 

the subject's life patterns, his attitudes, his values, and 

other information. Osgood and Walker (6) used content analysis 

to determine whether or not there would be a significant dif-

ference in qualitative nature between suicide notes written 
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by people just prior to th® successful suicide of these 

persons and simulated suicid* notes wittsn by nonsuicidal 

persons. 
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The present chapter consists of a presentation of the 

following sections, commensurate with the objectives of the 

research, plus descriptions of the statistical procedures 

employed! 

1» A presentation of the percentages of Mhighstt and 

"lows" falling in each part of each category; 

2. A discussion of the rational# for using the chi square 

technique on two separate groups; 

3* A presentation of the chi square values derived in 

order to show the significance, or lack of it, of the difference 

between the frequency of subjects in each group falling into 

each part of each category; 

4* A discussion of the difference in verbalization 

exhibited by each group* 

Percentages of ̂ Highs® and •liows" in Each Category 

A simple frequency tally of how many individuals in each 

of the two groups fell into each part of each category was 

conducted* then, the precentages were computed* Table If 

shows these values* 

45 
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t a b u ; i ? 

PSRCffifTAag OF "HIGHS" AMD *LOW3M IN EACH 
PAST Of EACH CATEGORY 

Category 

Per Cent IA IB 1IA f f l •olfr JL TTTA III! ; I f A . W B M mi 

Per cent 
of highs ;J2 $ 49 21 4-2 2 56 m 51 0 

Per cent 
of lows y 5 51 15 12 2? 17 20 29 0 

Rationale for Using Chi Square 

Peek 14), in his study ©a noraial admits, purposely discarded 

the middle group of M s distribution la his statistical procedure 

and executed the chi square technique on only the extrese tads 

of the distribution. He did this for statistical purposes in 

order to be certain to catch any differences between the *hi£ha* 

and the "lows#* .la this current study, the awe method was em-

ployed, with each of the two groups being defined a* previously 

mentioned* The chi square test ma run on the data* Parts A 

and I of each category were treated as variables and the data 

were arranged into contingency tables:, with two criteria being 

"highs* and "lows* and tw© criteria being "scored* and "not-

scored** A correction for continuity was used according to 

Edwards and Hays (l; 2)# 
-•t 

When we hare bat a single degree of freedom and we 
apply the chi square test, we should also apply a 
correction for continuity, suggested by latea {19341. 
With a single criterion of classification- the• 
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TABLE fff-.-Contlnued 

Oategory 

?IA WTS t JL i# ¥IIA j TOB VHIA ^ VXXXB . IXA u s ;XA . IB :XXA XIB 

2? 0 m 0 5 2 56' i© 51 12 ; 20 : 29 

12 i 34 o 2 10 a? ' 15 ;12 1? ! 15 20 

correction congiatg of reducing the absolute value 
of the deviations (m—~-n|) of the formula (for 
chi'squareFby **5 belore emulating chi square, 
therefor®, the formula is . • . 

X2 -17 0{ n r 
c 1 — i 

1 

wHere, 

X » tlit chi square corrected for continuity 

* observed nuaber of observations la the 

ith category 
nf * the expected number ©f observation# in the 
ith category and the k over smmtion ®ig» • 
Indicated that we sum over-all categories (1* 
»• If). 

fable T shows the ©hi square values obtained for eash 

Fart A and Part 1 of each of the eleven categories, the table 

shows that categories IA, IIB, IYA, IXA were significant at 

the *01 level of confidence. Category XII was significant at 

the *03 level ©f confidence, and category ?A was significant 
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TABLE ? 

CHI SQUARE VAJUSJES FOE THE ELEVEN CATEGORIES 
BETWEEN fiS TWO GROUPS 

Gat#f®*y Chi Square P I Category Chi $fuar« r 
I A 6*15930 ,01 ; fl B 1.36396 •25 

j: B •00000 YII A 1.25612 .25 

n A ,00000 Wf| B *00000 

ii 1 .32636 . .55 w A .l» JL «*» *00000 

A 7.51666 .01 YIII 1 #61194 •35 

H i B 7*90734 ,01 JJE A 6*07961 .01 

if A :11*$2692 ; •01 IX 15 •11366 •75 

if B .07765 .75 X A 12,67170 : .01 

f A ; 3.24551 •05; x B .09761 •75 

f B •00000 : Xl A •06613 •75 

a A ' 1*94126 •15 XI B 4*49315 *03 

at the *0> level of confidence• The eharaet eriatics involved 

were? 

X. Confidence, aelf-regard, and self-assurance about 

breaking with some parental and religious standard. A sig-

nificantly higher an^er of ^higha" stored ia this category 
rr ^ 

than did the ^lows.0 

2* A fagut life plan or confusion about or lack of long 

rang© goals# A significantly lower number of the ̂ highs® 

scored ia this category than did the "lows." 
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3* Expression of a strong achievement motivation coupled 

with desire for superiority# A aignificantly higher number 

of "highs" scored in tit is category than did the "lows** 

4a t^prmdoa of self-autonomy, A significantly 

higher number of "highs" scored in this category than did 

the •lows.* 

5» 1 desire for getting ahead for oneself with an obvious 

disregard of the welfare of others. A significantly lower 

number of "highs* adored in this category than did the Mlowa«* 
«H ' •'** *1. 

4* Aa expression of the desire to please or lift up to 

expectations of either close friends or a aarried partner, 

A significantly higher maaber of % i # » B seared in this 

category than, did the "lows." 

Difference in Verbalization Between the Two ©romps 

As a supplement to the preceding analysis of the protocols 

a word eouxst was also Bade of each protocol# lueach regards 

an individual*© competence at coiaiaunicatlon as an indicator 

of the health of the individual*» personality# He feels that 

• * . dread ©f ©ouaaunicating certain aspects of 
o»e#s experience to others can seriously impair 
one* a health, while openness in such communi-

• cation make# possible the fulfillment of love, 
growth, and other worth-while goals (3, p* 17/« 

The mean number of words written by the "high* group was 

249* The least amount of words written by a subject in this 

"high" group was 72; the largest amount of words written by 
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a member of this same group m i 1#1GG» The mean number of 

words written fey the "low* group was 171*41• Th© range of 

number of words for this g^oup was from zero to 915* The £ 

value was computed in, order to detemine whether or not there 

was a sigaifleant difference between the sizes of the two 

means* However, while the 1| value of 1#$1S was elose, It was 

not significant at the *05 level of confidence. 
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CHAPTER If 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

Discussion 

Characteristics of jŷ e f$o Qromp® 

According to the reaults of this study, the descriptive 

traits that most significantly distinguish between high 

normals Mid low normals seem to indicate that a healthy person 

is relatively confident and eelf-assured about rejecting some 

parental or religious standards if the## standards do not co-

incide with these which this person has voluntarily adopted 

because they appeal to him intellectually and emotionally. 

The not~so~healthy individual would be acre likely to egress 

an extreme dependence upon faailiar, comfortable patterns of 

behavior and less likely to colore new avenue# of thought 

and action# Allport discusses the difference in motivation 

between the two types of penons, 

A neurotic system of motivation is blind, largely 
unconscious, automatic* and disconnected from the 
remainder of life. For these reasons, it is 
usually self-defeating#. Its origin probably lies 
in early life, and though it® effects endure in 
later years, has an infantile flavor* Moraal 

autonomous1* (2, p. 152)* 

A highly normal person, because he would be able to feel 

confidence in his own judgment, would consistently rely to a 

52 
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large extent upon Ills opinions; the low normal parson would 

tend to vas dilate from viewpoint to viewpoint, depending 

upon whose company he was keeping at the given moment• It 

is not contradictory to this statement that a highly normal 

person would also desire to either please or live up to the 

alterations ©f either clog# friends or a married partner, 

because this sort of feeling would connote a sensitivity to 

the needs ant desires of others and a sense of responsibility 

toward these persons who would enjoy close, personal relation-

ships with the highly normal individual. The low normal group 

did not score highly in this category, possibly because such 

people seem to. exhibit more emotional problems and difficulties 

la Interpersonal relationships• An individual who feels re* 

sentiaent, suspicion or hostility toward his family or close 

associates would not be likely to be concerned with their 

needs or earn or respect their admiration# 

It is not surprising that the highly normal person would 

also be characterized by a strong achievement motivation 

coupled with a desire for superiority and self-autonomy# 

Adler*s healthy person has on© ultimate goal in life: superiority# 

The extent to which an individual is able to channel his phys-

ical and mental assets into the attempt to achieve superiority, 

according to Adler, determines the degree of health vhleh 

this person possesses# Adler does not mean leadership or 

social eminence; his concept ©f superiority means a striving 

for perfect completion# He says, 
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I began to see elearly la every psychological 
phenomenon the striving for superiority, It 
runs parallel to physical growth and 1® am in-
trinsic necessity of life itself. It lies 
at the root of all solutions of lift1® problems* 
All oar functions folio* it a direction* They 
strive for conquest, security, increase* either 
in the rigpht or in the wrong direction. The 
impetus from minus to plus never end®* The 
urge from below to above sever ceases# Whatever 
premises all our philosophers and psychologists 
dream of—self-preservation, pleasure principle, 
equilization—all these are•but vague represen-
tation®. attempts to #aqpr@ss the great upward 
drive (i, p* 39$)• 

Angyal (3) postulates that the individual's desire for 

and drive toward autonomy or self-deterainat ion consists of 

the organisers assimilating and mastering the environment . 

Be feels that the trend toward self-determination is usually 

expressed through specific channels, such as desire for 

superiority and for achievement and for esqploration. 

The strong achievement motivation expressed by the high 

normal group is particularly interesting in view of th® fact 

that a significantly low number of "highsw were either scored 

as expressing no long range goals or as seeming vague, indif-

ferent, and confused about such goals. The ability to choose 

and work for life goals would seem to indicate maturity, a 

willingness to accept responsibility, a zest for living and 

a curiosity about the nature of the future, an intellectual 

.grasp of the necessity to plan ahead, and a general, out-

going enthusiasm# A person like this would be aware of and 

interested in the world around him. He is not vague concerning 
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suck life goals* lis goals would be realistically amenable 

to ftia capacities as an Individual, relatively stable, and 

not «utmally antagonistic (9)* A neurotic, who dwells upon 

himself and constantly wallows in his miseries -and wit© is 

hamstrung by M s anxieties and fears, would scarcely be able 

to feel a legitimate interest in and enthusiasm for the future# 

He would be vague about his life's goals, if for no otfae? 

reason than that he would be afraid of facing the future* 

Allport discusses the happiness that if available to an 

individual only through an active striving t© achieve a par-

ticular goal and through the resulting sense of accomplishment, 

When absorbed in a task, in carrying through a 
motive, are we aware of a happiness incentive? 
We know that we aim to pass a test, to write a 
poem, or to win a game* We expect « • * that 
success will bring us satisfaction! but we aim 
to reach a special goal; the anticipation of 
satisfaction is itself nothing acre than a 
distant penumbra. Happiness is at best a by-
product of otherwise-motivated activity# One 
who aims at happiness has no ala at all* Al-
though the cynic may find amusement along the 
way, he is at bottom a lonely soul, for he 
lacks the companionship of a life-goal. Maturity 
requires * • * a clear comprehension of life's 
purpose in tefras of an intelligible theory (2, 

pp# 200, 294K 

The highly normal person, who would feel self-confidence 

and general optimism, would be others-oriented* Be would 

recognize his relationship to all members of mankind and would 

feel compassion toward human beings and respect their worth 

as individuals* Allport notes that a healthy person would 

sympathetically understand that th® problems of every other 
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parson ©stall the same essential factors as his own diffi-

cult its. HQ STATES, . 

This respect for persons as persons is achieved 
through an imaginative extension of one's own 
rougher experiences in life, On® coses to know 
that all mortals ar® ia the same human sit nation * 
They did not ask to corae into the world; they 
are saddled with an urge to survive and are 
buffeted by drives awl passional they encounter 
failure, suffer, but somehow carry on* No one 
knows for $$rr@ the meaning of life} everyone is 
growing older as he sails to an unknown desti-
nation. All lives are pressed between oblivions 
• . » • It is here that we encounter tolerant® 
and the "democratic character structure" so 
often advanced as earmarks of maturity# By- con-
trast the iwaature person feels, as it were, 
that only fee himself has the distinctively human 
experiences of passion, fear, and preference 
(2, pp. 2*5-2*6). 

A significantly higher number of low normals were stored 

as expressing an obvious disregard for the welfare of others* 

The type of person that would show a callous disdain for the 

well-being of others would probably indulge in the manipula-

tion of others# It is generally agreed by personality 

theorists that when this manipulative mode of behavior becomes 

the primary method of interacting with others, then it becomes 

a definite sign of impaired personality health. A feeling of 

contempt for, or extreme distrust of, the other person is 

inherent ia such an attitude. Also, the person who contin-

uously Manipulates others, because of his efforts to manipulate, 

must repress his real self, consequently inducing further 

self-alienation (6)« 
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Jourard contrast® the healthy individual who is able to 

feel concern for others with the not-so~healthy person who 

is a manipulator, 

The Mode of lot erpersonal behavior deemed most 
compatible with health- is authenticity or 
•"real-self* behavior ia the presence of others# 
Real-self Interpersonal behavior ia not effort-
ful, planned, or deliberately assumed. lather, 
it is spontaneous and unpremeditated, arid it 
authentically expresses the subjective state of 
the person as he is at the moment • Stick behavior, 
ia tm long run, turns out to be flexible and 
versatile and usually appropriate to the situation* 
However, it is usually difficult for the habitual 
contriver and manipulator to abandon this node of 
relationship because ha usually fears that if he 
spontaneously reveals himself, others amy dislike 
or hurt him . . . . Furtheniore, if a person has 
long been a contriver, he may have lost the ability 
to distinguish between contrived and real-self 
interpersonal behavior (7, pp» 290-291). 

Conclusions 

Criteria Which Showed Ho Statistical 
e 

On© of the criteria which showed no significance in 

measuring a difference between the high rionnal group and the 

low normal group was the one which dealt with the expression 

of religious identification and activation* The concensus of 

most of the theorists who have worked in the area of normality, 

or the healthy personality, or self-actualization, is that a 

person who exhibits such a personality will have a unifying 

philosophy of life, probably religious in nature* However, 

this postulate is usually qualified to mean an underlying 
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purpose to life. Therefore, this sort of characteristic 

seems to be eactremely similar to the trait of life-planning 

or the possession of long range goal# that the same theorists 

feel must be included ia the "healthy personality syndrome»« 

The criterion in this study measuring the presence of or lack 

of such life goals was statistically significant ia measuring 

a difference between the two groups. So, it seems that pos-

sibly, because the two descriptive traits are so essentially 

similar in nature and because the tern "religion* which ia 

included la most of the currently popular lists of character* 

isties describing the healthy personality is usually qualified 

and anended to connote an underlying purpose in life, the prob-

lem may actually be one of semantics rather than one of psy-

chological traits* Actually, the two studies by Feck and 

Bonney, cited In the chapter discussing related research were 

based on investigation conducted on university populations 

did not find a concern on the part of the subject# with religion 

per se* Therefore, the rejection of this particular hypothesis 

in the current study substantiates these previous studies# 

Another hypothesis, that there would be a significant 

difference in the amount of or degree of attachment to parents 

and the desire to live up to parental Ideals versus the desire 

for independence fro® parents verbalised by the highs and by 

the lows, did not measure a significant difference between 

the two groups. One reason for this may have been that this 

hypothesis which dealt with confidence versus guilt about 
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rejecting or discarding some parental or religious standards# 

Ih© fault nay lie in the judges* understanding of the two 

criteria, or, it may simply be that this aort of discrepancy 

points up the fact that persona with healthy personalities 

are no more stereotypes than are neurotics* Each individual 

is a unique and complex combination of traits and contra-

dictions. An Individual does not have to fit completely any 

given theorist's description of a healthy personality la order 

to be a self-actual!zing person. Shis is the point at -which 

it becomes obvious that extensive research is necessary in 

this field to determine which traits actually describe the 

healthy individual. This is the sort of question which must 

he decided by empirical evidence and not by arm-chair 

theorizing. 

the hypothesis which assumed that high normals and low 

noraala would differ on the amount of Insight and introspec-

tive self-analysis also showed no statistical significance. 

It does not seem incongruous with the concept of the healthy 

individual that such a person would not spontaneously list 

personal problems* He would neither feel a need for mention-

ing them nor for denying their existence, the general area 

simply would not occur to this individual. The not-so-healthy 

person would probably express more dissatisfaction with life; 

he would project his own feelings of inadequacy and guilt onto 

others. However, this hypothesis probably should have been 

combined with the one dealing with the expression of enthusiasm 
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and well-being versus am expression of depression or dis-

satisfaction with life# Th© few© criteria are quite similar 

la dynamics, and the combination of the two perhaps would 

have resulted in allowing a significant difference between 

the two groups. The fault may not be with the hypothetical 

assumptions but with the actual structure of the criteria. 

The hypothesis which postulated that high normals would 

verbalize intrinsic satisfactions in learning, music, the 

arts, and literature and that low normals would be more 

interested la materialistic goals and economic security might 

have been deprived of its possible significance by the method 

la which the two groups w#rt obtained. All of the student# 

in the population were asked to rate five of their peers* 

Therefore, in order for a person to have been chosen for 

rating, he would have to have been known by some of the other 

students. Although the students were cautioned not to rate 

a person highly in psychological health on the basis of 

popularity $r social acceptability, there is still a strong 

element of the socialisation process present. A person who 

would find a large amount of satisfaction in reading or 

painting or listening to music would probably spend much of 

his free time in these activities. It is important to note 

at this point that activities of this type are those in which 

an individual usually engages alone. Such a person could very 

easily be tagged an "introvert"} he probably would not feel a 

very strong need for constant social interaction, and he would 
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be content with M s personal activities. Therefore, he would 

not be as well known to his peers as would be a student who 

felt more at ease with others than with himself# Ah individual 

who would be anxious to achieve certain materialistic goals 

would possibly attempt to manipulate his environment in order 

to enable himself to attain these goals* Se would be more 

socially oriented, more outgo Jag and socially agresaive; he 

would not necessarily be more well-adjusted* 

ISEBM PfflMFfry J£$2S j&S Studentst 

the first criterion used in the content analysis of the 

students* personal data sheets was one whioh involved a feeling 

on the part of the subject of confidence anil high self-regard 

concerning discarding some parental and religious standards 

versus feelings of guilt and self-depreciation as a result of 

breaking with these same standards# Two other criteria are 

very closely connected with and quite similar to the first one# 

fhey ares 1) a strong attachment to parents versus a desire 

for independence from the parents, andj 2) m expressed desire 

to please close associates versa® the egression of disregard 

for the opinions of immediate associates. Some examples of 

comments froa the students* protocols are appropriate to these 

criteria! 

1. I guess my own friends of the sane age, both male and 

female, have influenced me greatly* 

2. I hate ay home life and have been strongly motivated 

to get away. I want financial security so that I way support 
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myself and not hair# to lean on ay mother. 

3* My frustrations have been the molds that others, 

particularly my parents, haw tried to fort® upon, a® and the • 

feelings of guilt and hostility that ny resistance has aroused 

in me, 

4* I feel ay greatest source of motivation cams from a 

desire to make my parents proud of me. I count ay satisfying 

home life and a desire to deserve ray parents' esteem to be 

the most influential motivating force in ay life* 

5* The most significant sources of motivation in siy life 

have been* a thorough dislike, distrust and disrespect for 

my parents* attitudes, way of life, home, beliefs regarding 

politics, religion, races, and child-rearing, ad infinitum# 

toother criterion was the presence of long range life 

goals as opposed to a relative absence of such goals# Sample 

comments that pertain to this category are! 

1. i never doubted that 1 would graduate fro® college* 

do what I wanted after college, marry and share ay life with 

someone else# 

2# Is far as having any great motivations in my life, 

I have none. In fact I see very little reason for ay (or any 

other) existence* My motivation consists of solely myself# 

My goal# are anything that brings me satisfaction# 

3» i have never been strongly motivated toward any goals, 

but as often as not it is due to the influence of parents and 

friends# I have aeen very little value in any of the goals 

or any goal* 
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4# I do not see life as going anywhere* It is already 

there, or here* Jhe sel£~aetu&lized person knovrs this* B« 

is creative and productive for the very reason that he doesn't 

car## He is free to respond spontaneously to the here-now, 

whatever for® it takes# 0r# if he "cares,* it is spontaneous 

"care'* of the moment. 

On# criterion of analysis dealt with the presence of a 

strong achievement motivation supplemented by a desire for 

superiority versus m indifference to competition or feelings 

of inadequacy. Examples of pertinent verbalizations would be: 

1* I want and like most to compete. Being a winner 

against a really tough opponent is great* It doesn't matter 
¥ 

what the game is, if I fe*l 1 m in it, I want to ba bast* 

2« In competitive situations X have always triad to be 

first# In reading, spelling, and all sports I desirad to be 

first* 

Other criteria used in the analysis of these protocol® 

were the amount of insight verbalized by the subject, the ex-

pression of enthusiasm and enjoyment of life versus dissatis-

faction and irritation against frustration, and self-autonomy 

as opposed to complete dependence on the opinions of others* 

Sample eojaraents aret 

X* My compulsive defenses sometimes cause all manner of 

difficulties, especially in the area of being able t® feel 

acceptable and competent, when ay patterns have been primarily 

the need to please and be helpful in order not to threaten 
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and lose those upon whoa I was dependent, I m still caught 

«p is a black-and-white, either-or framework moat of the time. 

Personality tests indicate that I m very impulsive. 

My personal introspection agrees with this* 

3* As a frustration, I'm conscious of always looking for 

love—really have no difficulty giving it, hut feeling trapped 

and burdened if it la returned• I -also would like to develop 

more inner strength and serenity, not being so dependent on 

the constant stimulus ©f ideas and people* 

4* My only responsibility to succeed in lift is to myself. 

What one makes of his life is his to choose. 

Two more criteria employed in the analysis of the students' 

comments were the finding of intrinsic satisfactions in learn-

ing, the arts, and educational statu# versus anticipating 

materialistic goals and economic security; and the expression 

of an altruistic desire to help children or to serve the un-

fortunate, as opposed to an obvious disregard for the welfare 

of others. A few comments pertinent to these criteria ares 

1. Essentially ideas and knowledge itself fascinate »e 

and I seem to be driven by a need to know as much as I can and 

to find the underlying reasons why events occur* 

2* Unfortunately, I an highly motivated by the pleasure 

principle? that Is, I consider ay own satisfaction is more im-

portant than maintaining a standard, ethical moral code# 

3* I want to work with children in some way or another, 

either in a clinic or a juvenile hose. 
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4* I must admit I now place more emphasis on education, 

achievement, and money a® measures of success. 

5. I decided that more than anything else 1 wanted to 

help others* 1 decided to finish ay college education and 

major in speech therapy* Hire, I can help people who truly 

'need guidance. -

6. I have only one reason for my present level of 

achievement besides intelligence* money# 

Maeaaaloa o£ £&LEjaE£Z2agB££l fiS2l88 

The criteria used in the analysis of the data were very 

similar to the characteristics listed by many writers, par-

ticularly Peck, Rogers, Bonney, Allport, and Maslow (4; 5? d}# 

as feeing integral parts of the "noniality syndrome." There-

fore, it would seem that all of the hypotheses should have 

shown a significant value in differentiating between the two 

groups of students, However, fmk and Bonney are the only 

authors to have dealt with university populations in a rela-

tively comprehensive manner# It is entirely possible that such 

a population would be different froa those used by other in-

vestigators in that it would be composed, to a large extent, 

of individuals who might be more li&ely to have some sort of 

goals in life; at least they were enrolled "in a college, and 

that could conceivably represent a step in a purposive direc-

tion# Stilly a population such as that present at a large 

state university, while being more homogeneous than a statis-

tically normal population, would nevertheless be more 
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heterogenous thai* a list of persons specifically chosen to 

be insorporated in a study of high, normality because they 

were felt to exhibit a particular level of achievement and 

self-actualization. 

Also, a student, is a university setting «here it might 

be considered ahi© or sophisticated to reject traditional 

standards which bear a connotation of *do*m~hoise aores," 

woald feel a certain amount of support in discarding these 

«o4«t of behavior siaply because his peer group also professed 

to disregard the same sort of mores. 

Another possibly biasing factor which should be investi-

gated and eliminated, if necessary, is that the entire popu-

lation used in this study were students enrolled in psychology 

classes# This might or might not have had a bearing on the 

types of protocols derived from the subjects. For instance, 

would a similar study utilizing only science majors or only 

drama majors reveal a similar or a different patterning of 

adjustment? 
0 

While the method of content analysis was particularly 

suited to the nature of the study, it should be noted that 

such a technique invariably elicits results that are peculiarly 

germalne to the one study* For instance, the analytic criteria 

were derived from a pre-analysis perusal of the protocols• 

Interesting and useful information could probably be 

gained from a study similar to this one which was supplemented 

by several other methods of personality diagnosis. Content 
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.analysis of student yerfcalisation could be combined with <me 

other projeetiire~ty$»e technique and several objective, paper~ 

and~p«acil tests. In this manner, more data could be gathered 

which might throw more light ©a the exact nature of a hi^ily 

normal individual and of a not-so-healthy person. 

Conclusions 

After a statistical analysis of the data derived from 

this study and a discussion of the possible connotations of 

these results, it was concluded that high aorsi&ls and low 

noraaJLs east be distinguished on, the basis of: 

1) mount of confidence in breaking with traditional 

parental and religious standards; 

2} possession or non-possession of a definite life plan 

or long range goals? 

31 degree of strong achieireaent motivation coupled with 

a desire for superiority; 

4) amount of self-autonoay or self-determination; 

5) lack of altruistic feelings of empathy with and com-

passion for mankind; 

6) a desire to please close associates or to Mire up to 

the expectations of these associates* 

Also, from the results obtained in this study, it was 

concluded that the high normals and the lew normals could not 

he distinguished on the basis ofj 
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1) til© degree of attachment to the parents and til© 

amount of desire to live up to parental standards and ideals; 

2) the amount of religious identification and motivation; 

3) the amount of insight and introspective self-analysis 

as opposed to a bland denial of personal problems! 

k) the expression of enthusiasm and sense of well-being 

as opposed to an egression of depression or dissatisfaction 

with life; 

5J the expression of intrinsic satisfactions in learning, 

music, the arts, etc#, as opposed to looking forward to 

materialistic goals and economic security* 

Alsof a similar study enhanced by several other methods 

suit-able for diagnosing personality traits might yield, useful 

and profitable results that could be utilised in the ayea of 

research on the healthy personality and also of neurotic 

individuals; for, diagnosis and treatment of the severely 

neurotic could be greatly aided by %k9 existence of a lucid, 

concise, empirically supported definition of the concept that 

is polemic to neurosis~~psychological health* 
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CHAPTKE ¥ 

SMSAII 

The need for a concise definition of the nojmal, healthy 

personality prompted a study of high normal and low normal 

students enrolled at North Texas State University. It was 

noted that such a definition would facilitate the activities 

of several areas of applied psychology—psychotherapy, quanti-

fication of objective means of rating the general health of 

an individual* s personality, the development of criteria 
«r 

against which to measure the success of mental health clinic 

programs. 

Many authors were cited who feel that the healthy person-

ality exists, can be defined, and is a separate entity from 

a particular point on a continuum running from psychotic be-

havior up to self-actualization and that it is also an entity 

apart from the mere absence of pathological symptoms. A group 

of characteristics generally felt to be indicative of high 

normality or of a healthy personality were derived from a 

survey of literature. 

It was hypothesized thati 

1. There will be a significant difference in the confidence 

and self-regard and self-assurance about breaking with some 

parental and religious standards verbalized by the highs and 

by the low®. 
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2# There will be it significant difference in the amount 

of or degree of attachment to parents and desire to lire up 

to parental ideals versus desire for independence from parents 

verbalized by the highs and by the lows. 

3. There will be a significant difference in the presence 

of conscious direction of life toward long range goals verbal-

ised by the highs and by the lows. 

4* There will be a significant difference in the amount 

of strong achievement motivation coupled with a desire for 

superiority verbalized by the highs and by the lows. 

5* There will be a significant difference in the expressed 

desire to please or live up to expectations of either close 

friends or a married partner versus the egression of disre-

gard for the opinions of immediate associates verbalized by 

the highs and by the lows. 

6. There will be a significant difference in the Mount 

of religious identification and motivation expressed by the 

higis and by the lows. 

7. There will be a significant difference between the 

amount of insight revealed as determined by the verbalization 

of overt, frank admission of certain personal-social problems, 

Introspective self-analysis, with some conscious effort to 

correct them as opposed to a bland denial of such problems, 

or, if admitted, no verbalization of an effort to correct such 

problems as verbalized by the highs and by the lows. 
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#. There will fee a significant difference between the 

expression of enjoyment of life, enthusiasm, sense of well-

feeing as opposed to am expression of depress!en, 

tion, irritation against frustration as verbalized by the 

highs and by the lows* 

9# There will be a significant difference between the 

expression of self-autonomy as opposed to the expression of 

dependence of one's ©pinions on those of other® m verbalized 

by the highs and by the lows* 

10* There will be a sigiilf leant difference between i»*> 

trinslc satisfactions in learning, music, art, literature, 

efce* plus looking forward to prestige from educational status 

as opposed to looking forward to materialistic goals and 

economic security as verbalized by the hi^is and by the lows. 

11. There will be a significant difference between the 

altruism exhibited by the subjects as determined by the verbal-

ization of a desire to kelp children, or to serve the handi-

capped or the unfortunate versus a desire for getting ahead 

tor oneself with an obvious disregard of the welfare of others 

by the highs and by the lows. 

A total of 365 students enrolled in sophomore, junior, 

and senior level psychology classes at North Texas State Uni-

versity chose five of their peers from this specific population 

(sophomores were given an alphabetized list of all .of the 

sophomores, juniors and seniors were given an alphabetized 

list of all of the upperclassmen) and rated them, according 
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to the decree of normality these five peers would possess, 

©a a seal# running from "extremely below average® to "one of 

the few best,n 
* 

light members of the psychology faculty also chose five' 

members of the same population to rate# This rating scale 

was quantified, and the upper and lower 1,2 per cent of the 

distribution, operationally defined as hi# normals and low 

normal© respectively, were chosen for farther investigation# 

These two groups (n - 41 i» each group) filled out a personal 

data for® consisting of three sheets of questions of which 

only the third sheet was utilized in this particular study# 

This section of the font asked each student to discuss factors 

of motivation and frustration in his life# The students* com-

ments were analyzed according to the method of content analysis 

utilizing eleven criteria with parts A and 1 which were d*» 

veiled after a perusal of approximately one 'third of the 

protocols. Three judges analysed each protocol, and a percentage 

of agreement was obtained. Then a unanimous agreement was 

reached by the Judges in order to derive one scoring record 

for all of the protocols. A chi square analysis with Yates* 
w 

correction was conducted on each part of each criterion in 

order to determine whether or not there was a significant dif-

ference between the two groups on each criterion. Criteria 

IA, IIB, XVA, and IXA were significant at the .03 level of 

confidence, and criterion VA was significant at the .05 level 

of confidence. The other criteria showed no significance. 
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A word wont was made of all of the protocols and a £ test 

was conducted ia oritr to defctm&xHi whether or not there mm. 

a significant difference between the two means for the two 

groups. The £ value was extreraely close but was not actually 

ilgHtftoftat at tfe» *Q$ level of confidence* 

The study indicated that a psychologically healthy penon 

would feel confidence in discarding traditional standards 

which slight not be commensurate with his steadily evolving 

beliefs; h« would n#t be vagtt® concerning his life goal® and 

plane; he would esurient-# & itrong achievement motivation; 

&« would strive for self-autonomy; he would not lacfe altw&itie 

feelings toward mankind in general; he would desire to please 

his close associates or a married partner or to 3!v# up to 

these persons* expectations of him. 
* 

It was that a follow-up $tudy jmppleaested hy 

several other methods of diagnosing and pinpointing person-

ality oJuurattrUt&w night provide useful mud list west lug 

results. 
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